
GOMATHY B
GRADUATE ARCHITECT

ABOUT ME
I am GOMATHY B originally from Chennai
residing in madipakkam.
Since the start of my style journey my main
focus has forever been residential building
style and practical living spaces.
I love to resolve the difficult puzzle of
leveling a lebensraum with subject area
functions, whether it is structural,
dimensional or constructional.

CORE SKILLS
- Autocad drafting
- 3d modelling (Sketchup)
- Vray and Lumion Rendering
- Adobe Photoshop
- Adobe Illustrator
- Adobe Indesign
-Revit(Intermediate)
-Microsoft office
-Manual drafting
-Physical model making
-Sketching
- Strong Communication Skills

CONTACT DETAILS:
Telephone: +91-8072919610
Email: vandhubalu3012@gmail.com
6th main road,vijayanagar,velachery,
chennai-600042
Portfolio: gomathy.pb.online

ACADEMIC HISTORY

- 2016-2021
- College Located in chennai and affiliated to Anna University
- C.G.P.A-8.2/10

JAWAHAR SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE PLANNING
AND DESIGN
BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE

- Completed 12 grade on MAY 2016 
- Located in I.I.T Madras campus
-State board syllabus
- Completed my school education with Grade-89% .

VANAVANI MATRICULATION HIGHER SECONDARY
SCHOOL
PRIMARY EDUCATION-SCHOOL

HOBBIES & INTERESTS
- Sketching
- Reading books
- Learning new software
- Distance Running
- Writing blogs
-Painting

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

April 2019-February 2020
-Worked on Tamilnadu Govt. Housing board and slum board projects
-Have quite few working experience in commercial,institutional and
hospitality sectors.
-Worked on a large number of residential projects of various scales and
requirements.
-Worked on both interiors and exteriors
-Worked on projects from schematic stage to completion.
-On a daily basis will be working on Autocad, Photoshop plan
presentations and 3D model making along with rendering of the same.
-The internship also provided a an exposure to client meeting and site
visits.
-In site visits will have either a client meeting on checking with the
work progress or to measure an existing structure/feature to measure

STUDIO MADRAS ARCHITECTS
INTERN ARCHITECT
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ARCHITECTS G-1,Vinoth Venue, H-2043, 5th 

Street, 12th Main Road, Anna 

Nagar, Chennai - 40. 

Letter of Experience 
To whomsoever it may concen, 
am pleased to write this letter recommending Ms. Gomathy B from 

Jawahar School of Architecture Planning and Design. She was 
employed by our firm Studio Madras Architects as an Intern from 
November 01, 2019-March 01, 2020. As an Intem, she was responsible 
for design and delivery of various projects ranging from Residential, 

Commercial and Public buildings. 

She possesses excellent design skils and is very reliable, organized, and 
has developed good problem-solving attributes. She is capable of 

working independently and is able to cope with her team to ensure that 
the delivery is prompt. She is flexible and willing to work on any task that 
is designated to her. 

We wish her all the best for all herfuture endeavours.

Sincerely,
Venkatesh Kumaravel,

Principal Architect.
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